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EDITORIAL

Great Expectations

During the late 1960s and early '70s there was a significant upsurge in the level
of agitated discussion and activity.amongst physically impaired people.
It.was a
period of change and growing av/areness.
The creation by advanced technology of an
obvious potential for a fuller life, the exciting developments in integrated living
arrangements abroad, and a rising militancy among some groups - here and overseas -•
all contributed to this climate of agitation and high expectations.

It was a period when more and more of us were openly identifying ourselves as

disabled people and demanding change.

Left bohind over the post-war years of growing

prosperity, many physically impaired people and our families were living in relative
poverty and unnecessary hardship.
In a spontaneous reaction, the Disablement Income

Group (DIG) was formed to demand much greater financial help from the State.
had massive support amongst physically impaired people and our friends.
formation agitation was increased and hopes were raised high.

DIG

With its

It was a time of changing social attitudes towards disabled people, and this was given
limited expression in the passing of the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act

(CDDI'A) of 1970.

With this legislation, expectations were raised to yet higher levels.

Greater Expectations

Even as the momentum of agitated expectations gathered strength, it was becoming
apparent that hopes had been raised which could not be met by the struggles in hand.
DIG had become established, but its spontaneous appeals for State help bore little
fruit.
The CSDPA won greater advances for professional and specialist services than for
physically impaired people themselves.
The truth was that the collective will of dis

abled people lacked cohesion and clear direction: we were unable' to win in practice even
those few, limited rights which had been achieved on paper.

These frustrated expectations raised increasing doubts about the nature of our struggles.
Criticisms were being made about the way our organisations were being run -• for whose
benefit our energies were being expended.
It started .to become clear, as some of us
had warned at the time, that ••charters-' such as the CSDPA did not herald a new age for

disabled people.

Rather did it mark the end of an era in which physically impaired

people could naively continue to believe that able-bodied people would solve our
problems for us.

In the early 1970s, the frustrations openly broke out within DIG,
Members demanded
to know whoso interests were being served by the various national ''disability income"
proposals put forward by DIG-s ''leadership1', and why the grassroots membership was
not involved in the preparations of such proposals.
Critics claimed that members at

large were being used purely for fund raising purposes.

Dissenting views were force

fully expressed about why little headway had been made towards the goal of a national
disability income.
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Opposing Tendencies

After the storm broke, two distinct and opposing tendencies emerged.

On the one

hand there were people who clung to the elitist, expert, administrative approach of
solving our problems for us.

On the other, there were those who advocated a

collective, organised struggle by physically impaired people for full social partici
pation.

Within DIG, the first tendency maintained that the main reason why a national

disability income had been pu'hed aside by successive Governments was because the
proposals which had been presented lacked detail and economic viability, and therefore

begged greater expertise. Those who tpok this position, who were "united in fury"
at our plight (on our behalf) sought our formal backing and the authority to speak for
us. Given this, if was held that they could work out a better proposal, and educate,
pressure and negotiate with the Government in our name.

tendency went on from DIG to form the Disability Alliance.

The -'experts''' holding to this

The second tendency was represented in a letter published in the Guardian on 20th

till^?h9 '^IhiCh RlUl HUnt Sp°ke With thQ V0ice of those disabled people who
I
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around any s^gle issue.

He was fundamentally opposed to the creation of an organisation

Aconsiderable number of disabled people wrote to Sul!

^nn^fiT °n thGSe Pe°Ple' and What 6tarted Ma Personal correspondence became
went on to form UPIAS^ ^
a ^^ °f J*Br*U*13* ******** P^ple, several of whom
The ''Expert" Administrative Option

The-differences between the two tendencies are profound.

This has been made crystal

clear in the record of the Union's struggle against the Disability Alliance.

In the

SrS,!! ??^8« ^^Jtal Principles of Disability, published by UPIAS, 1976)
trt ?v!? Alliance, by promoting a narrow, "incomes" solution to our problems,
WvO ki £ m°re than Pr°m0te thG interests °f its "expert" leadership! This elite
**£* b;cone; f>re and •«• "**"*" ** economics - leaving the members more and
more isolated, and in increasing ignorance of the issues being fought on their behalf.
This approach can be characterised as essentially an "administrative" one, and the

23J2S;
H^ ±S, a ^rticular^ °%°* example of this. Highly qualified and
profeooional the leadership use the Disability Alliance to carve out for themselves

a
permanent future on our backs. The organisational "umbrella" structure of the Alliance
gives them a supposed "authority", but spares those with most to gain the'burden of
direct participation with their disabled membership.

Their efforts to gain credibility, however, drive them to make progressive sounding,
plausible statements: but, in the final analysis,.they really only see the problem of

disability as one of mere individual bad luck. It is little more
X!
? .°Ur Society that °» ^dividual physically impaired person
lhe solution is essentially simple - more, money to bo administered
qualified nersonnel on behalf of the State. The utter bankruptcy

than an unfortunate
is impoverished,
by specially
of the "expert

view that principal ingredient for successfully pushing the narrow incomes solution is
starkly revealed in their own recent publication. Since the Disability Alliance was
created, •Disabled people have been singled out for particularly savage cutbacks in
public expenditure" (The Guardian, 12th May, 1980, on 'A Very High Priority: from the
Disability Alliance). This conclusively shows that, despite all their acquired
•authority •, these "experts" are treated with even greater contempt by the Government
than was DIG.

So much for the "administrative" option.
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The Collective, Organised Option

The Union on the other hand, though reacting to-the same-circumstances as the Disability
Alliance, had no vested interest, in diverting attention behind a mask of "fury" from
the real issues facing disabled people and from the real, social struggle that we

must undertake together if we are,.to achieve.lasting, changes.

At this crucial time

it was left to the Union to build a different approach - not one based on a spontaneous
unconsidered activity. We recognised our struggle had to be-based on a clear analysis
of the situation we were in. Unlike the Disability Alliance,, with its leadership of

2*T??S
!5 5? i?.,!entw? accluirine the authority to "educate" the Government and
public about disability whilst studiously avoiding any serious' analysis of our

o7tn^
"^T*?156?
thf nGGd t0.' takG °n ***
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Impaired.
.

f*J™ af?"0ng and diffic"lt struggle. Some people in the early stages wished to
SSln? neW;^wU? *? ired±ate sP°ntaneous actions. Nevertheless, it came to be
our it^LTll^.f Physically impaired people had ample opportunity'to continue
ou? S U t J ' W^e ^ IS* 8ame tlm° We engaSed in the BtruSSle to understand
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\
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6ta8<?'
* Interira
Committeeand
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Consti
tution for the organisation.

Aconference was held in October. 1974. and following

9?h
%CTTtB
°n >dMembers,
W?e^«'.
on
9th L^uaV%?"S5
August, 1976, when T°°k
able-bodied
Associate
were i^,
allowed"Slightly
greater amended
participation
these papers are reproduced in full as an Appendix to this publication.
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there is no real choice for us.but to lead the struggle ourselvS as a collective,

'

social force
Tnere is no security in any narrow approach for State Charity handouts.
Such approaches merely serve to make us even more dependent on able-bodied people,
teaching us with a vengeance the lesson that what able-bodied people can' pive they can
just as easily take away.

The latest cutbacks in public expenditure serve an educat-

shnwtH-1*556
1Ueeq;alleaorganised
b* a11 thestruggle
lability
Alliance's
show that a collective,
is the
only realpamphlets
option. put together - and
Defining the Problem

. ._

In our collective struggle to understand, the truth underlying our impoverished social
situation we were led - through the pooling of experience and through discussion from
it - to recognise two clear features. First,, we are members of a distinct group with

our own particular physical characteristics (physical impairment) and second, that
society singles this'out for a special form of .discrimination (disability). This

perspective differs radically from-the "expert" medical or social scientific view,
that disability arises out of the individual and his or her physical impairment.
Our analysis leads us to declare that-it is the way. our society, is organised that
ulodDlGS VIS*

i

The Union's definitions, then, are:

''Impairment:

lacking'part of or all of a limb, or having a

defective limb, organ or mechanism of the body; and

Disability:

the disadvantage or. restriction of activity caused by

a contemporary social organisation which takes no or little account of
people who.havo physical impairments and thus excludes them from

participation in the mainstream of social activities. Physical
disability is therefore a particular form of social oppression". ..-.
(Fundamental Principles of Disability, p.1*0

'

..h..

This clear and principled: recognition of the social origins of disability enables
us to see through and resist the many false explanations and tendencies v/hich ca"

and do divert our struggle.
For instance, it follows from this view that poverty
does not arise because of our physical inability to work and earn a living - but
because we are prevented from working by the way work is organised in this society.

It is not because of our bodies that we are immobile - but because of the way that the

means of mobility is organised that we cannot move.,

It is not because of our bodies

that we live in unsuitable housing-- but it is because of the way that our society
organises its housing provision that we get stuck in badly designed dwellings. It is

not because of our bodies that we get carted off into segregated residential institu
tions - but because of the way help is organised.
It is not because of our bodies that

we segregated into special schools - but because of the way education is organised.
It is not because we are physically impaired that we are rejected by society - but

because of the way social relationships are organised that we are placed beyond friend
ships, marriages and public life. Disability is not something we possess, but some
thing our societypossesses.

,

The Union's unambiguous position forms the basis of all our policies and activities

and similarly the basis of our challenge to those involved in disability struggle.

The clear explanation of our situation not only enables us to identify the true source
of our sufferings, but also helps us to..draw together, our diverse struggles for a
better life by facing directly and consciously the challenge of. an oppressive society
which singles our particular groups of people for particular forms of. discrimination.

Because the discrimination levelled at our particular group (disability) is one of many
forms of social oppression, it follows that the first lesson that we (physically '
impaired people and our supporters) must learn -.if. we seriously intend to oppose
oppression - is that ours is essentially a social and.not an individual struggle.
This struggle of necessity requires the active and.leading participation of the
oppressed group. Others speaking on our behalf, typically the so-called "expert"
or charity spokesperson, can only, perpetuate the oppressive social relationship that

. is disability.

'

r

Avoiding Diversions

Although it is just about impossible today to meet anyone in any organisation who

would not agree that our social organisation-has something to do with the restrictions

/;"','uS dually true that the clear-cut relationship between physical impairment

and disability is usually confused in one way or another. One specious diversion is
the idea that »We are all disabled in some way", or that disability is the result of
•labelling- and the way people talk about us. Both confusions imply that disability
w^vsTn
wM^Tf^ SS indivldua1' thua Averting us from seeing the concrete
ways in which society disables us and from distinguishing the oppressors from the
oppressed. The cause of our problems is seen as lying within the psychology of the
individual, thus making the oppressive society safe from criticism-.

•

There are those who hold the view that they do possess disabilities - but only as an

incidental appendage to their real-selves. With this view, it is insisted that we are
people first and only secondly do we possess a "disability". This serves as a mean

ingless, comfortable generalisation behind which we can hide from unpleasant truths £ thT^K W6£ ^ I "♦w*8 ^ gai" confidG»ce- I" ^ctf however, it merely bows
° * Kn ^ ^6d.L a that W° P°ssess .two aspects: our human-ness and our not-quite-soacceptable disability. Again, the cause of our problems'is held to lie in the way
we think about ourselves, which may lead to the view that the concrete barriers set
up in the able-bodied world are actually internal barriers in our minds. Some people
then conclude that what we face is internal oppression, i.e. we are our own oppressors.

Our real oppressors could not wish for a more congenial interpretation - or for one that
left them more secure from attack.
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V/e do not organise because we are people first, nor because we are physically
impaired. We organise because of the way society disabled physically impaired
people, because this must be resisted and overcome. The Union unashamedly identifies
itself as an organisation of physically impaired people, and encourages its' members
to seek pride in ourselves, in all aspects of what we are.
It is the Union's social

definition of disability which has enabled us to cut out much of the nonsense, the
shame and the confusion from our minds. • It has raised the floodgates for a river of

tTZtl

? SWeSP S1 °Ur oppression before us- and with it to sweep all the flotsam

and jetsam of expertise", "professionalism" and "authority'm which have fouled our
minds for so long, into .the sewers of history.

Disability Challenged

.

',
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v R°

,k
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They will no longer be able to claim credit for our welfaf! with the

same historical impunityrthnt they have enjoyed up to now.

'J;."6;* mentioned the-vital contribution Paul Hunt made to the creation of the
Union: but it is worth noting that, while Paul was mak'ing his positive contribution to

the long-term struggle against oppression, the "official" world of "disability" remained
on under their noses.. Thus, while they ignore the contributions of physically
impaired people like Paul, they involve themselves in orgies of sycophantic praise

onrnndLi"1?norance abo^t the really significant stirrings among disabled people going
for people like the late Sir Ludwig Guttman.
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Whatever the merits of Ludwig Guttman's work in saving the lives of spinally
injured people, it is well knovm that he was vain, incredibly arrogant, and an

oppressive tyrant towards independently minded- physically impaired people.

He was

not hesitant in banning us from facilities he controlled when his views clashed

with ours and, of course, he gained notoriety'for systematically channelling
physically impaired people into, segregated sports.' In all this, he not only held
us back in the development of. our independence, but he positively struggled against
us.
The contrast between his contribution and that of Paul Hunt to our struggles
could not be greater.

It has alv/ays been the Union's view that understanding what happens in institutions,
why they were built and hov they are fun,.is of fundamental importance to our struggle

to overcome disability.
In our view, it is institutional living which characterises
the reality of our lives.
Those of us who are not actually imprisoned within such
walls carry them with us wherever we go in this society.

Because we view institutionalisation as characterising disability, we have given
discussion about this a priority, and our first edition of 'Disability Challenge'

is devoted to this form of oppression.-

We therefore open our new campaign against

the disablement of physically impaired people.with an attack against segregated
residential institutions and, as we begin raising the floodgates, we look forward to
the future - a world where physically impaired people are truly people first, and

last.

TO DENY OR NOT TO DENY DISABILITY

Disabled people have always struggled against the way they have been prevented from
taking part in the normal activities of their communities. More recently, however,
those struggles have taken a step forward. Disabled people have begun to organise
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Extract from:

Handicap in a
Social World

(Vic Finkolstein)
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The Union aims Co have all segregated facilities for physically

impaired people replaced by arrangements for us to participate fully in
sociecy. These arrangements must include the necessary financial, medical,
technical, educational and oCher help required from the State to enable us
Co gam the maximum possible independence in daily living activities to
achieve mobility, to undertake productive work, and to live where and how
we choose with full control over our lives.

DISABILITY

AND

SEGREGATION

Britain today has the necessary knowledge and the advanced technology

to bring physically impaired people into the mainstream of life and enable

us Co contribute fully Co society. But instead of the Country's resources

being concentrated on basic human problems like ours, they are frequently

Bis-spent, for exrapie, on making sophisticated weapons of destruction
and on projects like Concorde and Centre Point. So despite the creation

today of such an enormous capacity, which could help overcome disability,
the way this capacity ia misdirected means that many physically impaired'
people are still unnecessarily barred from full participation in society,
fce find ourselves isolated and excluded by such things as flights of
seeps, inadequate public and personal transport, unsuitable housing,
rigid work routine:; in factories and offices, and a lack of up-to-date

aids and equipment.

_

There are a few individual examples of severely impaired people being

aole to overcome many of thtfse barriers-by the use of sufficient resources

m Che right way. They prove char, integration is possible. But as a group

ye are still often forced to put up with segregated and inferior facilit

ies. We get sent to special schools, colleges or training centres. We are
systematically channelled into segregated factories, centres, Homes,

hoscels and clubs. If we do manege to become mobile, it is often in

antiquated tricycles or specially labelled transport. All these segregated
forms of help represented progress in years past. But since the means for
integration now undoubtedly exists, our confinement to segregated facilit
ies is increasingly oppressive and dehumanising.

3

RECENT

ADVANCES

The struggles of disabled people and their relatives and friends,

together with advances i:-. technology and medical science, have it ia t r u e

resulted in larger numbers of ue participating more fully in ordinary

sociecy in recent' years. Some of the barriers which segregate us have
been partially overc-jne or dismantled. So a good proportion of people with
paraplegia, or chose who are blind, for axample, have become able to work

and Co lead relatively active lives utiich would have been hard to imagine
leas than 50 years ago. These developments have meant a positive shift in
the attitudes of seme able-bodied people as they have responded to our
presence amongst them.

*

Such advances shew that general attitudes can be changed for the

beccer. They also point to our increased participation in society as the
principal means for achieving further change. But they cannot blind us to
what remains Che basic reality of the position of disabled people-as a

Sroup. This society is based on the necessity for people to compete in the
labour market in order to earn a living. To the employer of labour, the

physically in-paired are aoc usually as good a buy a3 the non-impaired. We
therefore end up at or near the boctom of this society as an oppressed

group

s

LOW

BARGA.N.NG-POWER

When we do succeed in getting employment, our comparatively low

productivity means that we have low bargaining-power when it comes to
negotiating decent treatment and facilities. Our position is similar to
chat of many people who are middle-aged or elderly, who have had break
downs, or are mentally handicapped', black, ex-prisoners, unskilled

workers, etc. »« arc usually among the first to lose our jobs and be cast
en the scrap-heap when it suite the 'needs' of the economy. If we are
lucky we may :Jtt draw is again, to do the worst paid work, when business

start J co boom once mora. If we sro unlucky, then we could face a lifetime
on the degrading, means-tested poverty line. If we are very unlucky we may
be consigned cc a soul-destroying institution.

3 INSTITUTIONS -THE

ULTIMATE

HUMAN

SCRAP-HEAPS

The Union of the Physically Impaired believes that the reality of our
position as an oppressed group cau be seen most clearly in segregated
residential institutions, the ultimate human scrap-heaps of this society,
.nousands of people, whose only crime is being physically impaired, are
sentenced co these prisons for life - which may these days be a long one.

For the vast majority there is still no alternative, no appeal, no

remission of sentence for good behaviour, no escape except the escape from
iirt*

7

itself.

•

r

The cruelty, petty humiliation, and physical and mental deprivation
sutiered in residential institutions, where isolation and segregation have
been carried to extremes, lays bare the essentially oppressive relations
Of this society with its physically impaired members. As in most similar

?J aces, such as special schools, there are some stuff and volunteers doing

nl^rM'

uP .CnC.ret,idenCs- ** their ««°«* «e systematically

overwhelmed by. che suae function of segregated institutions, which isto
look after batches ox disabled people - and in the process convince them

that they cannot realistically.expect to participate fully in society and
residential institutions £ir9t came inCo being> 3lQce in thg COTpeCitivc

earn a good living. This function was generally appropriate when special
coioiciona of the tine many physically impaired people could not even

survive without their help. But now that it has become increasingly

possible for severely impaired people not just to survive, but.also to
work and become fully integrated, the need for segregated institutions

no longer exists in the way it did. They have become seriously out of
Step with the changed social and technological conditions of Britain
today.

a

SUPPORT

FOR

RESIDENTS

STRUGGLES

The Union of the Physically Impaired regards the neglected issues of

in sti cucions as of crucial importance in the field of disability. We
therefore place great emphasis on supporting the struggles of residents in
existing residential institutions for better conditions, for full control
over their personal affairs, and for a democratic say in the management of
their Heme, Centre or Unit. The Union strongly opposes all attempts by the
authorities to impose restrictions on visiting; to fix times for getting
into and out of bed; to limit residents' freedom to come in and go out
when they wish; to enforce medical and nursing opinions, or to transfer
residents to other institutions against their will.

9

The Union sees a need for a Charter which will focus on basic rights

often denied when people are dependent on others for personal needs.

Disabled people living in institutions will be offered help if they wish

to organise locally in defence of their rights. The Union will develop an
advace and mutual-help service to assise with negotiations, formation of
residercs committees, etc. When asked, we will mobilise support and

punlicity on a national basis for those involved in particular struggles.
10

ALTERNATIVES

NEEDED

The Union is opposed to the building of any further segregated

institutions by the State or by voluntary organisations. We believe that

providing adequate services to people in their own homes is a much better
use ot resources. We also call urgently for the provision of non-instit

utional alternative housing, for example, along the lines of the Fokus

scheme in Sweden, which makes genuine progress towards secure, integrated,
and active living for disabled people who need extensive personal help.
The Union wil^try to assist anyone who seeks to move out - or stay out of an institution. But we fully respect the feelings of individuals who
regard institutional life as their best solution at'the present time. We
understand also that seme disabled people will disagree with our views on

segregation, and we hope that they will organise to put forward their
arguments

11

REAL

too.

CHOICE

The Union's eventual object is to achieve a situation where as

physically impaired people we all have the means to choose where' and how
we wish to live This will involve the phasing out of segregated instit
utions maintained by the State or charities. While any of these institut
ions are maintained at huge coot, it is inconceivable that we will all
receive in addition the full resources needed to provide us with a

genuine opportunity to live as we choose. This point applies not just to
residential Homes, hospital units, hostels, villages and settlements, but
also to other kinds of segregated facilities. As long as there are vastly

• expenmve special schools, colleges and day-centres, heavily subsidised
workshops and factories, and separate holiday camps and hotels, there can
be no question of sufficient alternative provision being made to ensure

that we all have a real opportunity of equal participation in normal
educational, work and leisure activities.
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DISABLEMENT

OUTSIDE

INSTITUTIONS

Our Union maintains that the present existence of segregated instit

utions and facilities is of direct relevance even for less severely
impaired people who may expect to avoid having to use them. Those of us

who live, outside institutions can fully understand the meaning of
disability in this society only when we take account of what happens to
the people who ccce at the bottom of our particular group. Their existence

and their struggles are an essential part of the reality of disability,
and to ignore them is like assessing the condition of elderly people in
this .society without considering the existence of geriatric wards
13

It is
is also
also true that the kind of prejudiced attitudes we all exper
It

ience .- other people being asked if we take sugar in our tea is the usual
example - are related to tha continued unnecessary existence of sheltered
e

They

much more, and they imply that really we ought to be back i

our

and prejudices.
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MEDICAL

TRADITION

. . SC\Jn!ldB and JU-»ide institutions, the traditional way of dealine

vich d-.sabled- people has been for doctors and other professionals to
decide what.is bestfor us. It is of course a fact that we sometimes
require ski.led medical help to treat our physical impairments operations, dru.^s and nursing care. We may also need therapists to help

restore or maintain physical function, and to advise ua on aids to indep
endence andmobility. But the imposition of medical authority, and of a
medicai definition of our problems of living in society, have to be
resisted strongly. First and foremost we are people, not 'patients',

cases , spastic*!, 'the deaf, 'the blind', 'wheelchairs' or 'the sick'.

Our Union rejects entirely any idea of medical or other experts having

the right to tell us how we should live, or withholding information from

us, or take decisions behind our backs.
15

We reject also the whole idea of 'experts' and professionals holding
about
!L °W WV?oulf «c;?t ?!fr abilities, or giving learned lecture,
aoouc the psychology' of disablement. We already know what it feels like
Co be poor, isolated, segregated, done good to, stared at, and talked down

co - tar better than any able-bodied expert. We as a Union are not

interested in descriptions of how awful it is to be disabled. What we are

interested m, are ways of changing our conditions of life, and thus

overcoming the disabilities which are imposed on top of our physical
impairments by the way this society is organised to exclude us. In our

view, it is only the actual impairment which we must accept; the addition
al and totally unnecessary problems caused by the way we are treated are
essentially to be overcome and not accepted. We look forward to the day

when the army of 'e-.-.perts' an our aocial and psychological problems can
find more productive work.

is

THE

RIGHT

KKNJD

OF

HELP

We know thac as a small, weak, minority group, disabled people
cannot achieve a fully human life by their own efforts alone. We need and

welcome the help of sympathetic able-bodied people. But the basic problem
we face is our exclusion from full social participation. It follows that

this oppressive situation can be put right only by disabled people
. actually caking a more active oart in society. The efforts of profession
als and other able-bodied people are therefore really constructive only
when they build on and encourage the self-help and activity of disabled
people themselves. This is why our energies as a Union will be directed

mainly towards discussion and common action with other disabled people.

Neither we as a Union, nor able-bodied people, can solve other disabled

people s problems for them. Those problems will be correctly tackled

precisely to tHe extent that we all as disabled people become involved

and active in our own rehabilitation.
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THE

NEED

FOR

A

UNION

Disabled people everywhere are already struggling against their

isolation, segregation and other forms of oppression. Every day each of

us has to face our own individual problems. And we are now increasingly

getting together m groups to tackle more effectively the problems we find

we have in common. This is jhown by the vast growth of disability organ
isations in the last 25 years in Britain. Our Union takes this process of
coming together a stage further. We are not restricted to one aspect of
Physical disability (e.g. mobility or incomes), nor to people with one
medical diagnosis, nor to those in one locality. The Union exists simply
co offer help to all pnysically impaired people in the fight to change
the conditions of life which oppress us and to realise our full human
potential.

is

ACTION

Various kinds of action in support of disabled people's struggles

tliilllZdert3krby
^r anUsicn
"source, we
become
Apart
publishing pampnlets and
open 38Newsletter,
will available.
mount action
campfrom
aigns on various issues. We will build up information and advice

services, and organise financial, secretarial and other forms of practical
crating'
•*' ndividuals
"«< to
'orprovide
help in equipment,
fighting'bureaucratic delays ana6XanP
inefficiency,
or a W
refusal
aids
or other kinds of service. Other people may want assistance in tackling

organisations about the provision of ramps or lifts in buildings. Resid
ents in institutions may seek help and national publicity if they are

victimised by the authorities. People in sheltered workshops or centres

may ask our support in their struggles to improve their appalling rates

of pay. The Union will succeed only when it helps to achieve real benefits
and improved conditions for disabled people.
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GUIDE-LINES

FOP

ACTION

But our actions will become more effective i f we make sure that we

also learn from the practical struggles which take place. So an essential
part of the Union's task is to develop increasingly clear guide-lines for
further action. We will do thi3 by careful discussion about what we and
other disabled people ajfe doing, and about the real nature of the problems
we face at a particular time. We need to learn from our failures and

successes, and ao develop arguments and a theory which have been proved to
work - because they do actually bring about practical gains for disabled

people . In this way the value of our practical experience will be multi
plied many times over, as the essential lessons learned from it are =ade
available to ether disabled people now and in the future.
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TERMS

OF

MEMBERSHIP

Full•membership of the Union is open to residents of Britain who are

significantly physically impaired and who accept the Policies and
Constitution. Full members are expected to take some active part in Union
affairs, since the Union ia firmly baaed on the conviction that as

disabled people we can only make real progress through actively struggling

for change.^Members will of course have different capacities at different

Cine3, and 'active' here means at least some involvement in discussion of

policy. We are sympathetic co the fact that some potential members may
have problems or communication, and the Union will 3ive encouragement and
help in these circumstances.-However, disabled people who feel they cannot
at present contribute in this way may keep in touch by subscribing to our
open Newsletter.
21

Able-bcdied people who agree with the Union Policies and Constitut

ion can become Associate members. Associate members may receive the
internal Circular, the open Newsletter and other publications, and may
Cake part in meetings, discussions and other events. But they are not

entitled to vote on Union affairs, nor may they hold any Union office.
Genuine supporters will recognise the need for us to control our own
Union and so develop cur powers of decision, organisation and action.

They will understand ioor that since we experience daily the actual
reality of disability, we are less likely than able-bodied people to be
deceived about the true nature of our oppression and the radical changes
necessary to overcome i t .
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OTHER

OPPRESSED

GROUPS

The particular forms which oppression takes in this society differ

somewhat for each distinct oppressed group. Some, such as people who are

called 'mentally handicapped', or those labelled 'mentally ill', clearly

have a great deal in common with us. Full membership of our Union is
however based simply on the fact of physical impairment. This is because

we believe the important thing at the moment is to clarify the facts of
our situation and the problems associated with physical impairment. 3ut
it is fundamental to cur approach that we will seek to work with other
oppressed groups and support their struggles to achieve a decent life.

What all oppressed people share is a vital interest in changing society
to ove Tcne oppression, and the Union is therefore anxious to join-in
common action ro achieve such change.
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DEMOCRATIC

CONTROL

policyenCdreciHCpHCOnCr01 °* ^ ^

re8tS with a11 ful1 m**tn„ and

thinking along the rfriit 1««I. I continually to develop our action and
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J0* '"handafuU°f«
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\£T i
*IC arran8e« f°r the prodhr ' 2? "8"lar open Newsletter, and of
-d acts offUlSlJ fo" t i f TT'. The Committee also speaks
overall task of the Committee within lit ti"" °f a8reed. P"1^ • The
occasional pamphlets L
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FINANCE
are

^^^cZ^li^^^™ -cessions, but they

political involvement as Ssential if SLSffi*0*1 f^8"' We re*ard
real advances. So in order to S5.I5 dl8abl*d PeoPLe «e ever to make

not registered with the CharitS L™? *"* lndePenden" of action we are
for funds publicly in he nU^rV,1™"'' N°r d° Ue inCend to aPP"l

for an organisaCioVin'cneT ab 1£ £&•£££?
***** h" ««™
I
,
n°C depend heavily

on public fund-raising. We shall Mt?

Union
members'
views richer
those off3'"*" mtheandbasis
pacrons.
Union expenses
will than
bfJe^I
of financial!*supporCers
noble»*

by such means as che sale of literature!Ub8CriptlOQa' * donations, and
27 OTHER

DISABILITY

ORGANISATIONS

dis,bnit^:comemLnyar::rItic
and" £ «««"•"- ™d with
wishes
of disabled Pe^^^l^Z^^l^^

dua TiSfU0RH
^ affUCtpeople.
°Ur UVM'
b°th b* *S
as inuividuals
and by other^ disabled
Any official
Union iSwX
representative.

appointed.to Committees of other groups will promote Union policies and
report back regularly Co members. In addition, the Union will keep a

watchful, independent eye on the policies and practice of all disability

organisations. We will try not to duplicate effort, and will welcome
constructive comment and help from other groups. We will ourselves o'fer
support and cc-operaticn whenever possible. But the Union will not

£Sti.J«tSf'S?!Sfc?2 free1ly' «d.«ct.««»«P«n««tly, when we believe the

.a 251
L f dlS3b*ed Pe°Ple "^" it. It will be for disabled people as
whole to judge whether or not we are correct.
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UNION

OF THE PHYSICALLY IMPAIRED
AGAINST

1

SEGREGATION

NAME

The name of the Union is the Union of the Physically Impaired Against
Segregation.

2

AIMS • AND

OBJECTS

The Union aims to have all segregated facilitieo for physically impaired
people replaced by arrangements for us to participate fully in society.
These arrangements must include the necessary financial, medical,

technical, educational and other help "required from the State to enable
us co gain the maximum possible independence in daily living activities,
to achieve raobilicy, to undertake productive work, and to live where and
how we choose with full conCrol over our lives.

MEMBERSHIP

(a) Full membership is open to residents of Britain who are aged 13
or over, who are sigr.ificancly physically impaired, and who accepc the
Policies and Conscicucion of the Union.

(b) Junior membership of the Union is open to residents of Britain
who are aged less than 13, who are significantly physically impaired, and
who accepc the Policies and Constitution of the Union..

(c) Overseas membership is open to people normally resident
overseas who are significantly physically impaired, and who accept the
Policies and Constitution of the Union.

(d) Associate membership is open co people who are not significantly
physically impaired, but who accept the Policies and Constitution of the
Union.

(e) Junior, Acsociate and Overseas members have all the rights in
the Union except the right to vote or hold Union office.

(f) The subscription for all types cf membership will be determined

by the Union from time to time, and membership of each kind will lapse
unless the appropriate subscripcion is paid within three months of
January 1st each year.

(g) The Executive Committee (referred to below) has power to refuse

applications from all'types of membership. They must however in such an
evenc inform all full members of the reasons for such a decision at the

earliest reasonable opportunity, and their decision may be reversed by a

voce of all full members, called at the request of 10.": or more full

members. Similarly Che Executive Committee has the power to expel members

who in their view are acting contrary to the Policies and Constitution of
Che Jnion, where discussion has failed to resolve the matter. The member
concerned is encicled Co a written statement of the Committee's reasons
for expulsion, and has the right of appeal through the Circular to a vote
or all members.

CIRCULAR

AND

GENERAL

MEETINGS

(a) Because of the dispersed membership, and mobility problems, the
Circular which will be sent to all members at least 4 times a year All
members are entitled to have their views printed in the Circular up to a

principal means of formulating and deciding policy -ill be a confidential
limit in a particular issue of a number of words to be decided from time

co c.«.re. Proposals for changes in Union Policy, or for major Union
decisions, put forward by the Executive Committee or by 102 or more full

••Uberr in the Circular, will be decided by an open postal ballot, with
each full member having one vote. This vote is to be arranged by the

executive Committee as soon as practicable and in any case within -o

more than 3 months of a reasonable degree of discussion having been
possible through the Circular on the proposal.

(b) All votes in the Union, including those in any Committee, will

be by a simple majority of those voting. Such a majority may decide tc

hold a General Meeting which all members will be entitled to attend.
Notice of resolutions and any other business to be transacted will be
sent co all •neujbera at lease 1 month beforehand, and arrangements will be

made for full members unable to attend to vote by post if they so
reuuesc. In the event of any dispute about voting, resolutions, elections
or other Union business, che Executive Committee will have the right of
decision, but if 10* or more full members wish, a vet.j of all full
members must be arranged on the point in question within 3 months.
EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE

(a) An Executive Committee of the Union will be elected H-nuallv bv

on cpen ballot of all the full members if there is more than one candid
ate for a position. Any full member may volunteer or be nominated by
another full member for v position on the Committee. In the event of
vacancies o.-.curir.g between elections, the vacant position may be filled
by the £xecutive Committee, co-opting a full member of their choosin*. "Ar.v

member cf the Executive Committee may bo. removed from office at any time'
hy the vote of a majority of all full members voting in a ballot called

a
at
the request of at least 10* of all full members at the time.

(b> The Executive Committee will consist of: General Secretary;
Treasurer, Membership Secretary; Information Secretary; Internal

Circular Editor; Open Newsletter Editor; and 4 Regional Secretaries, that
is, one for Scotland, one for Wales and the West, one for the North and
Midlands, and one for London and the South East.
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(c) Members of the Expciim'i,* r

in the name of the Union

Va H ^ ^ Ti f* aCt °f^iallv

ution. Each Executive Committee memW 7

°Q PoHcies ™d Const it-

Union as awhole for thl^^i"^of -hiT"!}7 rM*on»""e to the
office, but aa far as is practicablet-?f 8'j1f»ctl«" of his or her

together as a Committer ?£"^Kf thBy Vl11 Consulc ««ch other and act
controlling Union funds aid p^JtV aS i ^^ H «"•*»*"• for
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thaC ^°^
books
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to
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. .
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